GLOBALLY SPEAKING

a fun and low-stress way to start learning a new language!

Globally Speaking consists of informal, free, non-credit introductory language courses open to all members of the BU community.

These evening classes meet for 80 minutes, once weekly, starting September 15th and running through November 5th.

Are you looking for ways to have fun AND exercise your mind? Curious about a new language, but just don’t have space in your schedule? If so, Globally Speaking is for you! This fall, you can begin your study of any (or all!) of the following world languages:

**FRENCH GERMAN JAPANESE KOREAN PORTUGUESE**

To reserve a seat, and for updates on where & when classes meet, connect with us at fb.com/bugloballyspeaking or at our website:

www.bu.edu/globallyspeaking

What students have said about their Globally Speaking experience:

“I love that Globally Speaking exists!” “The class is a fun, stress-free end to my day.” “I like how it’s laid-back and about learning, not about testing.” “Really fun! I learned a lot too :))” “I loved this program! Keep on Globally Speaking!” “There wasn’t one millisecond that didn’t enrapture me in this course!”

for more information please contact gblspk@bu.edu